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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to conduct a meta-analysis to clarify the epidemiologic characteristics of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis (BPLN),
including those relating to its prevalence and prognosis.
Patients and methods: A literature search for relevant studies was conducted in the electronic databases of PubMed, Google Scholar, Embase, and
Cochrane trial register. The following search terms were used for original articles published between January 1982 and April 2016: “lupus nephritis”
or systemic lupus erythematosus (‘SLE’) or ‘systemic lupus erythematous’ and “pathology” or ‘epidemiology’ or prevalence or incidence. Pooled
estimates with 95% confidence intervals were calculated.
Results: Nineteen studies were included (mean age of SLE patients at renal biopsy: ~30 years). Of total BPLN patients, 85% were females. BPLN
developed in 29% of SLE patients, and accounted for 60% of secondary glomerular diseases in renal biopsy databases. BPLN prevalence among
SLE patients was higher in Saudi Arabia compared with pooled Europe/USA data (43% vs 26%, p<0.05). Pooled BPLN prevalence among secondary
glomerular diseases patients was higher in Asian/Latin American countries than in Europe (63% vs 34%, p<0.05). Overall five-, 10- and 20-year survival
rates of BPLN patients were 94%, 86%, and 71%, respectively, which were higher than those before 1995 (84%, 72%, and 52%, respectively) and lower
than those after 1995 (96%, 89%, and 80%, respectively) (all p<0.05). Class IV nephritis, present in 40% of BPLN patients, was a risk factor for renal
failure that contributed to poor prognosis.
Conclusion: Lupus nephritis is a common complication of young female patients with SLE, and the most prevalent etiology of secondary glomerular
diseases. Attention should be paid to class IV nephritis due to its high frequency and association with poor prognosis.
Keywords: Biopsy-proven lupus nephritis; epidemiology; meta-analysis.

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic
autoimmune disorder that predominantly affects
younger females.1-3 The disorder can involve many
organ systems of the body, and manifests clinically
in a relapsing and remitting manner.1-3 SLE is
characterized by the production of autoantibodies
directed against nuclear and cytoplasmic
antigens, and although its etiology is not wellunderstood, numerous genetic, epigenetic, and
environmental risk factors have been identified.1-3
Clinical management is based on disease severity,

and includes the use of anti-inflammatory drugs
(steroidal and nonsteroidal), immunosuppressive
drugs, and biologic agents.
Lupus nephritis (LN) is a severe complication
of SLE that has a broad spectrum of clinical and
pathologic features, leading to various prognoses
among patients with SLE.4 Silent nephritis, now
recognized as a serious pathologic abnormality of
the kidney, presents in some patients with SLE,
in the absence of abnormal urinalysis findings
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or other clinical features such as elevated serum
creatinine and hypertension.5 Biopsy of the kidney
is thus considered to be of prime importance in
some patients with SLE, as accurate diagnosis
of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis (BPLN) allows
for the instigation of an appropriate treatment
strategy that can improve the survival rates of
patients with SLE.6,7
However, the prognosis of LN still varies
greatly from region to region, and is likely
to be affected by genetic, racial, and other
epidemiologic factors.4,8 The identification of
epidemiologic factors associated with BPLN will
improve our understanding of this disorder, and
may facilitate the diagnosis and management
of this complication of SLE. To the best of our
knowledge, there are only limited data relating
to the epidemiologic characteristics of BPLN.
Therefore, in this study, we aimed to conduct
a meta-analysis to clarify the epidemiologic
characteristics of BPLN, including those relating
to its prevalence and prognosis.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
This study was conducted at Nanjing Medical
University, China between December 2014 to
April 2016. Electronic searches were performed
using the PubMed, Google Scholar, Embase,
and Cochrane trial register databases with the
keywords “lupus nephritis” and “pathology”,
without restriction on settings or language.
Original articles were identified which were
published between January 1982 and April 2016.
In addition, manual searches of reference lists
were also conducted to minimize the chances of
missing any articles. The following articles were
excluded: review articles; case reports; repeat
publications and duplications; non human studies;
pediatric studies; basic science studies pertaining
only to the mechanism of LN; studies relating only
to repeated renal biopsy; articles focusing only on
one type of LN or proliferative nephritis; articles
in which renal biopsy was not routinely performed
on most patients with LN; articles focusing on all
kidney diseases without discriminating between
primary glomerulonephritis and secondary
glomerulonephritis; and studies relating to
prognosis that did not provide specific values for
survival rates (Figure 1).

Two investigators independently reviewed the
studies to assess their eligibility for inclusion,
and independently extracted data from the
selected studies. Disagreements were resolved
by consensus. To describe and analyze the
epidemiologic characteristics, the following
data were extracted: geographic area; patient
age; proportion of female patients; numbers
of patients with BPLN, LN, SLE or secondary
glomerular diseases (SGD); pathologic profiles
of BPLN; survival rates of patients with BPLN at
five, 10 and 20 years; risk factors for renal failure
in patients with BPLN; and causes of death in
patients with BPLN.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using
STATA 12.0 meta-analysis software (StataCorp,
College Station, TX, USA). Based on the
crude numbers extracted from the individual
studies, pooled estimates with 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) were established of the following
epidemiologic data: prevalence rate of BPLN
among patients with SLE or SGD, proportion of
female patients with BPLN, proportion of patients
with BPLN and class IV nephritis, and survival
rates of patients with BPLN at 5, 10 and 20 years.
Fixed effect model was used if heterogeneity (I2)
was less than 50%; otherwise, random effect
model was applied. P values <0.05 were taken
to be statistically significant. To estimate the
influence of individual studies on the summary
effect estimate (i.e. sensitivity analysis), metaanalysis estimates were re-computed omitting one
study at a time.

2430 publications identified
2361 articles excluded based on title and abstract
69 publications screened in detail
-

Dual publication: n=2
Review, letter: n=2
Absence of data about the incidence of BPLN in
patients with SLE: n=11
Absence of data about the incidence of BPLN in
patients with secondary glomerular diseases: n=10
Absence of data about the overall survival rate: n=25

19 publications included in the analysis

Figure 1. Flow diagram illustrating the literature search
strategy. BPLN: Biopsy-proven lupus nephritis; SLE: Systemic lupus

erythematosus.
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WHO: World Health Organization; SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus; BPLN: biopsy-proven lupus nephritis; LN: Lupus nephritis; * At renal involvement among patients with SLE; NA: Not available.
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These five studies9-13 included patients from
five different countries: three were based in
Europe (France, Hungry, and Spain), one in the
USA, and one in Saudi Arabia. The pooled rate
of BPLN among patients with SLE in Europe and
the USA was 26% (95% CI: 18-33%, I2 = 94.7%,
p<0.001); this was significantly lower than the rate
of 43% (95% CI: 39-47%) in Saudi Arabia, but not
significantly different from the pooled rate of all
five countries, based on comparisons of 95% CIs
(Figure 2a). Similarly, the pooled prevalence rate
of LN among patients with SLE in Europe and
the USA was 31% (95% CI: 23-38%, I2 = 93.8%,
p<0.001), significantly lower than the single rate

Publication
year

The prevalence rate of BPLN among patients
with SLE ranged from 16.9 to 42.8% in five
studies,9-13 corresponding to a total of 815 cases of
BPLN among 2,781 patients with SLE (Table 1).
The overall proportion was 29% (95% CI: 20-38%,
I2 = 96.9%, p<0.001) (Figure 2a). In the same
five studies,9-13 the prevalence rate of LN among
patients with SLE ranged from 21.2 to 47.9%,
and the pooled rate was 34% (95% CI: 25-44%,
I2 = 96.6%, p<0.001).

Study

Of 2,430 articles initially identified by the literature
search, 2,361 were excluded on screening of the
title and abstract. Detailed analysis of the full text
of the remaining 69 articles identified 19 that
met the criteria for inclusion in our analysis
(Figure 1). These 19 articles were published
between 1994 and 2012, and included patients
from 14 different countries. The included studies
covered three study fields: five articles9-13 described
the prevalence rate of BPLN among patients with
SLE (Table 1); nine articles14-22 described the
prevalence rate of BPLN among patients with
SGD that were included in a renal biopsy database
(Table 2); and six articles13,23-27 examined the
prognosis of patients with BPLN, and investigated
the factors associated with prognosis (Table 3).
Two articles15,19 were serial studies carried out
from January 1990 to January 2002 and from
January 2003 to October 2006, respectively, and
were based on the same renal biopsy database in
Bahrain; therefore, the data in these two studies
were combined for the purposes of this analysis.
One study13 investigated both the prevalence
rate of BPLN among patients with SLE and the
prognosis of patients with BPLN.

Table 1. Main characteristics of studies reporting on incidence of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis among patients with systemic lupus erythematosus

RESULTS

Distribution of pathologic types of BPLN (%)
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Thailand

2006
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2012

-

NA (36.0)

Adult (40.5)

Adult (16-76)

General (1-80)

General (34.5)

General (12-84)

General (32.7)

Adult (NA)

Population
(mean or range of age)*

5979

109

139

175

159

713

1121

3359

NA

1982

1982

2003

2003

1997

1997

1999

2004

2010

Shen et al.24

Spain

Japan

China

France

China

USA

Location of
patients

190

60

183

132

86

89.5

88.3

85.2

80.3

89.5
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%

n
87

Female

Cases

31.1†

33§

26.1§
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27*

Mean age
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NA

99
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NA

72
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80

NA

NA
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52

5-year 10-year 20-year

Survival rates

Infection, RF, CVD

APS, RF

Infection

Infection

RF

RF, CVD

Main causes of death

Elevated serum creatinine and male

Class IV nephritis

Class IV nephritis, NS, decreased GFR,
hypertension and treatment failure

Class IV nephritis

Hypertension, anemia and hematuria

Abnormal proteinuria, elevated serum
creatinine and dsDNA, thrombocytopenia and
hypocomplementemia.

-

51.4

NA

86.2

80.0

NA

NA

NA

90.3

%

Female among
BPLN

Main risk factors for RF

-

33.9

34.5

90.9

40.9

66.2

88.5

54.3

65.7

%

BPLN/SGD

WHO: World Health Organization; RF: Renal failure; CVD: Cardiovascular event; dsDNA: Double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid; NA: Not available; NS: Nephrotic syndrome; GFR: Glomerular filtration rate;
APS: Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome; * At renal biopsy; § At systemic lupus erythematosus diagnosis; † At lupus nephritis diagnosis.
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Table 3. Main characteristics of studies reporting on survival rates of patients with biopsy-proven lupus nephritis
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Table 2. Main characteristics of studies reporting on incidence of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis among patients with secondary glomerular diseases
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of 48% (95% CI: 44-52%) in Saudi Arabia, but not
significantly different from the pooled rate of all
five countries, based on comparisons of 95% CIs.
Eight studies14-22 reported the prevalence
rate of BPLN among patients with SGD,
corresponding to a total of 3,731 patients with
LN among 5,979 patients with SGD in eight renal
biopsy databases (Table 2). The pooled rate of
BPLN among patients with SGD was 60% (95%
CI: 45-74%, I2 = 99.3%, p<0.001) (Figure 2b).
Although the prevalence rate of BPLN among
patients with SGD varied greatly from 33.9
to 90.9% in these eight studies, BPLN was
consistently the most common underlying cause
of SGD in each study, occurring more frequently
than other potential causes such as diabetic
nephropathy and Henoch-Schönlein purpura.
These eight studies14-22 were of patients from
eight different countries: seven were conducted
in Asia and Latin America, and one in Europe
(Poland). The pooled rate of BPLN among patients
with SGD in Asia and Latin America was 63%
(95% CI: 48-79%, I2= 99.4%, p<0.001); this was
significantly higher than the single rate of 34%
(95% CI: 27-42%) in Poland, but not significantly
different from the pooled rate of all eight countries,
based on comparisons of 95% CIs (Figure 2b).
(a)

The mean age of patients with SLE at renal
biopsy was reported by four studies11,23-25 to
be 31.9, 27, 28.7 and 31.8 years, respectively
(Tables 1 and 3). Furthermore, two other
studies9,10 reported the mean age of patients with
SLE at renal involvement to be 29 and 28 years
(Table 1), while a different study13 reported the
mean age of patients with SLE at LN diagnosis
to be 31.1 years (Table 1). Thus, all these studies
reported mean values in the region of 30 years of
age. In addition, two further studies26,27 described
the mean age of patients at SLE diagnosis to be
26 and 33 years (Table 3).
The sex distribution in patients with BPLN
was reported by 11 studies,11,13-15,19,20,22-27 with
the percentage of females ranging from 51.4%
to 92.5% (Tables 1, 2, and 3). The pooled
prevalence of BPLN in female based on a randomeffects model was 85% (95% CI: 0.79 to 91%;
I2 = 81.37, p<0.001) (Figure 2c). A funnel plot
analysis of sex distribution indicated no obvious
publication bias. However, the study of Rabbani
et al.22 reported that the percentage of females
among patients with BPLN was 51%, significantly
lower than that of the other 10 studies based on
comparisons of 95% CIs (Figure 2c). The number
of patients with BPLN included in the study by
(b)

ES (95% CI)
Neumann et al.9
Huong et al.10
Brugos et al.11
Al Arfaj et al.12
Sisó et al.13
Overall L-squared=96.9%, p=0.000

0.21 (0.18, 0.20)
0.36 (0.32, 0.41)
0.17 (0.14, 0.20)
0.43 (0.39, 0.47)
0.28 (0.25, 0.32)
0.29 (0.20, 0.38)
0

ES (95% CI)

Weight (%)
20.25
19.71
20.19
19.95
20.11
100

0.467

0.66 (0.59, 0.72)
0.54 (0.53, 0.56)
0.88 (0.87, 0.90)
0.66 (0.63, 0.70)
0.41 (0.33, 0.49)
0.91 (0.87, 0.95)
0.34 (0.27, 0.42)
0.34 (0.25, 0.43)
0.60 (0.45, 0.74)

Choi et al.14
Li et al.16
Parichatikanond et al.17
Malafronte et al.18
Arrayed et al.15,19
Arias et al.20
Kurnatowska et al.21
Rabbani et al.22
Overall L-squared=99.3%, p=0.000
0

(c)

Weight (%)
12.44
12.73
12.73
12.66
12.33
12.62
12.30
12.18
100

0.952

(d)
ES (95% CI)

Choi et al.14
Al Arrayed et al.15,19
Arias et al.20
Rabbani et al.22
Brugos et al.11
Sisó et al.13
Overall I-squared=81.3%, p=0.000

0.90 (0.84, 0.94)
0.80 (0.69, 0.88)
0.86 (0.80, 0.91)
0.51 (0.36, 0.67)
0.92 (0.85, 0.96)
0.89 (0.84, 0.93)
0.85 (0.79, 0.91)
0

ES (95% CI)

Weight (%)
19.37
14.07
18.99
8.53
19.00
20.03
100

Neumann et al.9
Huong et al.10
Brugos et al.11
Al Arfaj et al.12
Sisó et al.13
Overall L-squared=74.8%, p=0.003

0.48 (0.38, 0.57)
0.28 (0.21, 0.35)
0.46 (0.36, 0.56)
0.42 (0.36, 0.48)
0.38 (0.31, 0.45)
0.40 (0.30, 0.47)
0

Weight (%)
17.86
21.19
17.00
22.63
21.31
100

0.572

1

Figure 2. Forest plots of epidemiologic data related to patients with biopsy-proven lupus nephritis. (a) The incidence
of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis (with 95% CI) in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus. (b) The incidence of
biopsy-proven lupus nephritis (with 95% CI) in patients with secondary glomerular diseases. (c) The percentage (with
95% CI) of incidence of biopsy-proven lupus nephritis among patients with systemic lupus erythematosus and secondary
glomerular diseases in female subjects. (d) Study effect estimates (with 95% CI) and population sizes for the rate of class
IV nephritis among patients with biopsy-proven lupus nephritis. ES: Estimated incidence; CI: Confidence interval.
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Rabbani et al.22 was only 37, lower than that
in the other 10 studies.11,13-15,19,20,22-27 Since this
may have resulted in significant heterogeneity
among the 11 studies, a subsequent analysis,
which had been omitted in the study of Rabbani
et al.,22 was performed. The results of this
analysis showed that the remaining 10 studies
were homogeneous (I2 = 33.1%, p=0.143). The
pooled rate for the percentage of females in
these 10 studies, based on a fixed-effects model,
was 88% (95% CI: 86-90%), not significantly
different from the overall rate calculated for
all 11 studies. Five studies9-13 reported details
of the distribution of the six pathologic types
of BPLN (Table 1). Three studies utilized the
1982 World Health Organization criteria for the
pathologic classification of LN, while two used
the 2003 World Health Organization criteria.28
The distribution of the six pathologic types of
BPLN were as follows: class I, 0.9-4.2%; class II,
9.3-21.5%; class III, 11.2-24.2%; class IV, 27.847.7%; class V, 12.1-20.3%; and class VI, 1.34.7%. Class IV was the most common BPLN class
in each of the five studies, and the proportion
of patients with class IV disease did not differ
significantly between different regions, based on
comparisons of 95% CIs. The pooled estimate
of the percentage of class IV nephritis among
patients with BPLN was 40% (95% CI: 33-47%,
I2 = 74.8%, p<0.01) (Figure 2d). Sensitivity
analyses revealed that the exclusion of any study
did not significantly alter the pooled estimate.
Six articles13,23-27 reported data concerning the
prognosis of patients with BPLN (Table 3). Five-,
10- and 20-year survival rates were reported by
four, five, and three articles, respectively. The
overall 5-, 10-, and 20-year survival rates were
94% (95% CI: 88-99%, I2 = 86.2%, p<0.001),
86% (95% CI: 79-92%, I2 = 84.8%, p<0.001) and
71% (95% CI: 54-88%, I2 = 91.0%, p<0.001),
respectively (Figure 3). Subgroup analysis revealed
that the 5-, 10-, and 20-year survival rates in
the USA before 1995 were only 84% (95% CI:
76-92%), 72% (95% CI: 63-81%) and 52% (95%
CI: 42-62%), respectively. These values were
significantly lower than the respective overall 5-,
10-, and 20-year survival rates in other countries
after 1995: 96% (95% CI: 92-100%, I2 = 78.2%,
p<0.05), 89% (95% CI: 84-94%, I2 = 73.3%,
p<0.05), and 80% (95% CI: 75-85%, I2 = 0%,
p=1) (Figure 3). In addition, it was found that the
survival rate of patients with BPLN in China was
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not lower than that in four developed countries,
based on comparisons of 95% CIs (Figure 3).
Four13,23,24,27 of the six studies reported that
renal failure was the main cause of death in
patients with BPLN, and that the following
parameters were risk factors for renal failure
in patients with BPLN: class IV nephritis;
male sex; hypertension; nephrotic syndrome;
thrombocytopenia;
hypocomplementemia;
abnormal urinalysis; elevated anti-DNA antibody
titers; and decreased creatinine clearance rate
(Table 3).

Figure 3. Forest plots of study effect estimates and
population sizes for survival rates of patients with biopsyproven lupus nephritis at five (a), 10 (b) and 20 (c) years.
ES: Estimated percentage; CI: Confidence interval.
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DISCUSSION
The present meta-analysis was designed with
the aim of improving our understanding of the
epidemiology of BPLN. Although clinical findings
such as proteinuria, hematuria, and elevated
serum creatinine are often used for the diagnosis
of LN,29 these clinical presentations are not
suitable for establishing the true incidence of
LN.5 Renal pathology is recognized as the gold
standard for the diagnosis of LN, but to date,
only limited epidemiologic data related to BPLN
have been published. By conducting a metaanalysis of relevant articles concerning BPLN,
the present study has provided novel insights
into the epidemiologic characteristics of BPLN.
BPLN developed in about 29% of patients with
SLE and accounted for almost 60% of SGD in
renal biopsy databases. The mean age of patients
with SLE was approximately 30 years at renal
biopsy, and 85% of patients with BPLN were
female. The overall 5-, 10-, and 20-year survival
rates for patients with BPLN were 94%, 86% and
71%, respectively. Class IV nephritis, present in
40% of patients with BPLN, was a risk factor for
renal failure that contributed to poor prognosis in
patients with SLE.
The prevalence rates of renal involvement in
patients with SLE show regional variation,4,30
and the renal biopsy rates in these patients also
differ between hospitals. In order to objectively
demonstrate the epidemiologic prevalence rate
of BPLN among patients with SLE and minimize
the influence of differing renal biopsy rates, we
specifically incorporated cohort studies in which
renal biopsies were performed routinely on
most patients with LN. In our study, we found
that almost one-third of patients with SLE had
BPLN, with the prevalence rate of BPLN higher
in Asia than in Europe and the USA. Moreover,
we also found that BPLN was the most common
SGD in each available renal biopsy database,
emphasizing the importance of BPLN in the
etiology of SGD. The great heterogeneity in the
incidence of BPLN among patients with SLE or
SGD may be related not only to the different
prevalence rates of LN in distinct regions, but
also to the varied profiles of SGD in different
countries. For example, diabetic nephropathy
was less common in developing countries than
in developed countries.18,21

23

The sex distribution and ages of patients with
BPLN may also vary with ethnicity. In Pakistan,
the percentage of female patients with BPLN
was 51.4%,22 compared with 84.6% in Northwest
England.30 Among Afro-Caribbean and Chinese
females, the prevalence rate of LN was highest
in those aged 20-39 years, whereas among
white and Indo-Asian females, it was highest in
those aged 40-59 years.30 Our analysis revealed
that females, especially those aged 20-30 years,
represented the majority of patients with BPLN,
indicating that renal involvement of SLE was a
common complication in female patients of childbearing age.
Class IV nephritis was identified as the most
frequent pathologic type in all studies that
examined this (Table 1), although class II, class III
and class V were also common; in contrast, class I
and class VI were more rarely seen. A possible
explanation for this is that patients with SLE and
LN class I have milder presentations that are not
indicators for renal biopsy, such that renal biopsy
is less commonly undertaken. In contrast, patients
with class II, class III, class IV or class V LN would
likely have more obvious presentations, and hence
would be more likely to undergo renal biopsy. Most
patients with LN class VI would have end-stage
renal failure, making renal biopsy unnecessary.
However, it is not known why class IV was seen
more frequently than class II, class III and class V;
it is possible that this is related to an undiscovered
pathologic mechanism.
Improvements in diagnostics and supportive
treatments may have prolonged the life expectancy
of patients with LN.7,8 The present study indicated
that the prognosis of patients with BPLN had
improved greatly during the past 20 years,
although long-term survival remains unsatisfactory.
Recently, a meta-analysis of observational studies
from the 1950s to the 2000s31 demonstrated
that the overall five-year survival rate of patients
with SLE had increased from 74.8 to 94.8%,
and the 10-year survival rate had increased from
63.2% to 91.4%. Furthermore, the prevalence
of renal damage, an important cause of
unsatisfactory prognosis in patients with SLE, had
not changed significantly over the past 50 years,
unlike neuropsychiatric damage. Renal failure
was shown by our study to be the most common
cause of death in patients with BPLN, and hence
contributed to the mortality associated with SLE.

24

Cardiovascular events are also an important cause
of mortality in patients with BPLN. Interestingly,
two recent studies reported that early-onset LN
and end-stage LN were significantly related to
cardiovascular events in patients with SLE.32,33
Sinicato et al.34 reported that LN could accelerate
atherosclerosis in patients with SLE, leading to the
development of cardiovascular events. Our study
also identified infection, partially attributable to
the use of corticosteroids and cytotoxic agents
for the remission of LN, as an important cause of
mortality in patients with BPLN.
The present study also explored the risk factors
for renal failure in patients with BPLN. Class IV
glomerulonephritis was found to be the most
frequent risk factor. A recent study35 indicated
that class IV glomerulonephritis was the most
ominous pathologic type among all the classes
of nephritides, that 15-30% of patients with
class IV nephritis did not reach remission, and
that 15-30% of those reaching remission suffered
relapse. Moreover, male sex, hypertension,
nephrotic syndrome, hypocomplementemia,
abnormal urinalysis, elevated anti-DNA antibody
titers, and decreased creatinine clearance rate
were all shown to be risk factors for renal failure.
However, although these clinical parameters can
warn of the possibility of renal involvement
in patients with SLE, they are not sufficiently
sensitive or specific to detect ongoing disease
activity in lupus kidneys or early relapse of LN.
Therefore, renal biopsy or other novel biomarkers
are necessary to enhance the diagnostic accuracy
for LN, detect early renal exacerbations, monitor
treatment response, and evaluate prognosis.
Incidence studies of BPLN from the all
the population was not available. Significant
heterogeneity observed in the most of the analysis
explains the differences in the study conduct,
study design, methodology and bias in the studies
included in the meta-analysis. We could not
conduct the meta-regression analysis to test the
differences in the incidence of BPLN in different
ethnic groups due to insufficient number of
studies available for the meta-regression analysis.
In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first meta-analysis to systematically
review the epidemiologic characteristics of BPLN.
Our findings demonstrate that LN is a common
complication of young female patients with SLE,
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and is the most prevalent etiology of SGD in renal
biopsy databases. In addition, the prevalence rates
of BPLN among patients with SLE or SGD show
regional variation. Furthermore, the prognosis
of patients with BPLN is still unsatisfactory in
spite of the great improvement during the past
20 years. It is concluded that more attention
should be paid to class IV nephritis due to its high
frequency and association with a poor prognosis.
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